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SECTION ‘A’ 

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) – (M.C.Qs.)  
 

NOTE: i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. 

   Each question carries ½ mark. 

ii) Do not copy the part questions in your answerscipt. Write only the answer in full against the proper 

of the question and its part. 

iii) The code of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in the beginning of the answerscript. 
 

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 
 

 

 
 

 

i) Accessories provide: 

 *  Beauty  *  Expressiveness * Rhythm  * Interest 
 

ii) Budget is a plan for spending: 

 * Money  * Resources * Time  * Energy 
 

iii) Brass is an alloy of Copper and: 

* Iron   * Zinc  * Tin  * Steel 
 

iv) The kinds of Aluminum are: 

* Three  * Five  * Seven  * Nine 

 

v) To manage means: 

* To achieve  * To evaluate * To control * To plan 
 

vi) The assessment or the analysis of the outcomes of a plan is called: 

* Evaluative Feedback* Implementation * Planning  * Organization 
 

vii) Energy means: 

* Caloric Saving of Calories   * Expenditure of Calories 

* Work Simplification    * Feeling of Fatigued 
 

viii) Planning is purely such a processes: 

 * Physical  * Mental  * Psychological * Social 

ix) The transfer of heat from one particle to another in a material is called: 

* Conduction  * Convection * Radiation * none of these 
 

x) The Dove-tail joint is used for making: 

* Drawer  * Cupboard * Sofa  * Bed 
 

xi) The types of hand-made Rugs are: 

* Three  * Five   *     Seven  * Nine 
 

xii) Non-human resources are also called: 

* Tangible  *     Intangible * Limited  * Unlimited 

xiii) A place for everything and everything in its place is called: 

 * Ventilation  * Lighting  * Accessories  *    Storage 
 

xiv) Work Simplification means:  

 * Making the work difficult   * Using different ways 

 * Using all resources    * Making the work easier 
 

xv) The best conductor of heat and electricity is: 

* Glass  * Wood  * Copper  * Plastic 
 

xvi) A decision made after proper thinking is called : 

* Habitual  * Legal  * Genuine  * Social 

xvii) Values are related with: 

* Planning and Controlling   * Time and Energy 

* Human and Material Resources  * Goals and Standard 
 

xviii) Kitchen tools are used for: 

 * Frying     *      Helping in the preparation of food 

 * Boiling     * Baking 
 

xix) Valances are usually made of: 

 * Glass  * Net  * Fabric  * Wood 
 

xx) The number of classes of ventilation is: 

* Two  * Three  * Four  * Five 

 

---------------xxxxxxxxxx--------------- 

 

 

Write this Code No. in the Answerscript. 

The correct answers are 
highlighted in red colour. 


